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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are too important guidelines to follow when implementing
VTP? (Choose two.)
A. Enabling VTP pruning on a server will enable the feature for
the entire management domain.
B. When using secure-mode VTP, configure management domain
passwords only on VTP servers.

C. All switches in the VTP domain must run the same version of
VTP.
D. Use of the VTP multidomain feature should be restricted to
migration and temporary implementation.
E. CDP must be enabled on all switches in the VTP management
domain.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Enabling VTP pruning on a VTP server enables pruning for the
entire management domain. Making VLANs pruning-eligible or
pruning-ineligible affects pruning eligibility for those VLANs
on that trunk only (not on all switches in the VTP domain).
All switches in a VTP domain must have the same domain name,
but they do not need to run the same VTP version.
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/lan/catalyst3560/
software/release/122_52_se/configuration/guide/3560scg/swvtp.ht
ml#wp1225071

NEW QUESTION: 2
While developing obscure risk scenarios, what are the
requirements of the enterprise?
Each correct answer represents a part of the solution. Choose
two.
A. Have capability to cure the risk events
B. Have capability to recognize an observed event as something
wrong
C. Be in a position that it can observe anything going wrong
D. Have sufficient number of analyst
E. Explanation:
The enterprise must consider risk that has not yet occurred and
should develop scenarios around unlikely, obscure or
non-historical events. Such scenarios can be developed by
considering two things: Visibility Recognition For the
fulfillment of this task enterprise must: Be in a position that
it can observe anything going wrong Have the capability to
recognize an observed event as something wrong
Answer: B,C,E
Explanation:
and A are incorrect. These are not the direct requirements for
developing obscure risk scenarios, like curing risk events
comes under process of risk management. Hence capability of
curing risk event does not lay any impact on the process of
development of risk scenarios.

NEW QUESTION: 3
In order to enable the Certificate Authority (CA) server
feature using Simple Certificate Enrolment Protocol (SCEP) on
an IOS device, which three of the following configuration steps
are required? (Choose three.)

A. Enable ip http server on the device
B. Set the hostname of the device
C. Generate a self-signed certificate
D. Enable auto-rollover for the pki Server
E. Issue no shut under the crypto pki server command
F. Set an authoritative clock source on the device
Answer: A,D,F
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